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(ex-Google Sketch-up, 3D paint brush, 3D canvas and so on)
are used. The main purpose of this research is to integrate the
HDF with a 3D modeling tool because it deals with large and
complex design data as well as it has to interoperate with
different CAD systems. So to give the 3D modeling data
more transportability or in other term it can be said that to
make the data more preserved and interoperable, it is a must
to integrate 3D modeling data with a Scientific Data Format
like HDF.

Abstract—In these times scientific data format is used for
versatile researches and wide varieties of computational work.
Hierarchical Data Format (HDF) is such kind of powerful
scientific data format, which can deal with very large dataset.
HDF technologies address the problems of how to organize,
store, discover, access, analyze, share and preserve data in the
face of enormous growth in size and complexity. The aim of this
research is to share as well as integrate the 3D modeling
system’s data with HDF. Computer programs supplied by the
HDF group have been modified for the incorporation purpose
with 3D modeling system. Result of this research indicates that,
now it will be much easy to share the modeling data of 3D tools
with available other 3D modeling systems. Not only HDF but
also other scientific data formats like CDF and NetCDF can be
used in the near future for share and incorporation purpose
with 3D modeling systems.

II. INTERIOR OF HDF TECHNOLOGY
The Hierarchical Data Format (HDF) implements a model
for managing and storing data and HDF technology
comprises the following basic parts.
A. Abstract Data Model
It is a conceptual model of data, data types, and data
organization. The abstract data model is independent of
storage medium or programming environment.

Index Terms—HDF, 3D modeling, scientific data format,
hierarchy, incorporation, MATLAB.

I. INTRODUCTION

B. Storage Model
It is a standard representation for the objects of the abstract
data model. The HDF5 File Format Specification defines the
storage model.

Scientific data format is of great use in the arena of data
integration, storage, and interoperation as well as to
manipulate various complex data. There are few scientific
data formats nowadays which are widely used, like CDF
(Common Data Format), FITS (Flexible Image Transport
System), NetCDF (Network Common Data Format) etc.
HDF (Hierarchical Data Format) is one of the widely used
scientific data format.
HDF (Hierarchical Data Format) technologies are relevant
when the data challenges being faced push the limits of what
can be addressed by traditional database systems, XML
documents, or in-house data formats. Leveraging the
powerful HDF products and the expertise of the HDF Group,
organizations realize substantial cost savings while solving
challenges that seemed intractable using other data
management technologies.
Many HDF [2, 4] adopters have very large datasets, very
fast access requirements, or very complex datasets. Others
turn to HDF because it allows them to easily share data across
a wide variety of computational platforms using applications
written in different programming languages. Some use HDF
to take advantage of the many open-source and commercial
tools that understand HDF.
An important arena of modeling and simulation [9] is 3D
modeling. For varieties of design purpose 3D modeling tools

C. Programming Model
It is a model of the computing environment and includes
platforms from small single systems to large multiprocessors
and clusters. The programming model manipulates
(instantiates, populates, and retrieves) objects from the
abstract data model.
D. Library
It is the concrete implementation of the programming
model. The Library exports the HDF5 APIs as its interface.
In addition to implementing the objects of the abstract data
model, the Library manages data transfers from one stored
form to another. Data transfer examples include reading from
disk to memory and writing from memory to disc.
E. Stored Data
It is the concrete implementation of the storage model. The
storage model is mapped to several storage mechanisms
including single disk files, multiple files (family of files), and
memory representations.
F. Application Program
It uses data structures that represent the problem and
algorithms including variables, tables, arrays, and meshes
among other data structures. Depending on its design and
function, an application may have quite a few different kinds
of data structures and different numbers and sizes of objects.
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Fig. 1. HDF5 Technology in Detail [6, 11]

In the second stage script language will have to be integrated
with the modeling tool. For instance in Google sketch-up
plug-in option is being used to recognize the Ruby script to
the 3D modeling tool.

III. INTERIOR OF 3D MODELING TECHNOLOGY
Before moving forward it should be mentioned that, the
design procedure in the 3D modeling tool is being done by
two methods usually. Firstly by using the built-in options
provided by the tool itself and secondly by using the script
file for that software system.
Here we are mostly concerned about the modeling by
scripting because this technology has been manipulated to
interoperate 3D modeling tools with the helpc of HDF. From
Fig. 2 a brief idea can be found about modelincg using script
language.

C. Step 3
This is the last step. In this step 3D tool will recognize the
Ruby script and desired model will be viewed by the
3D-modeling-tool.

IV. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
For this research work Google sketch-up has been used as
a 3D modeling tool to integrate it with HDF. For scripting
purpose, that means to make model by scripting Ruby Script
language has been used. In the Fig 3 model of stair and
ground mesh is being seen and these models were built using
Ruby script. In Fig 4 part of the Ruby script is being shown.
Left scripting is for building the stairs and right one is to
make the ground mesh. So, our research aim is to make a
bridge between HDF and Google Sketch-up, so that
information from the Sketch-up can be transported to HDF.

Fig. 2. Technology of modeling by scripting [10]

A. Step 1
In this stage appropriate scripting language will have to
use for appropriate modeling tools, for instance Ruby
scripting language is being used for Google Sketch-up.
Similarly max-script is being used for 3D G-max.
B. Step 2
This step can be divided into two stages. In the first stage
for the desired design required script will have to be written.
Suppose for Google sketch-up Ruby language will have to be
used properly so that, sketch-up can recognize the language.
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V. REASON OF USING HDF
There are many scientific data format available nowadays.
Among all of them HDF is the most prominent scientific data
format because of its speedy structure. There are other
scientific data formats available nowadays but comparing
with those formats HDF possesses much more positive points,
for which it is regarded as the best one. A comparison table
has been introduced in this section which compares HDF
with other formats like CDF (Common data Format),
NetCDF (Network Common Data Format), and FITS
(Flexible Image Transportation System). The criterion with
which HDF has been compared is as follows library function,
programming effort, Image processing ability, Data intake
ability and Hierarchical representation.
From the Table I first point of comparison is library
function and in this criterion it is found out that for CDF, its
library function is already obsolete that means less potent
library function it is possessing. For NetCDF[5], it is found
out that NetCDF has much potential library function than
CDF. FITS has a rich library function but the most rich
library function is possessed by the HDF. So in this sector
HDF is the most prominent one. Second criterion for
comparing is programming effort and in this section it is
found it out that almost all of the scientific data format needs
less programming effort to implement except the CDF.
Next criterion for comparison is image processing
capability and in this sector it is found out that except CDF all
the other can do good image processing. Next one is data
intake ability and in this section also HDF possesses the most
perfect ability to intake and process data perfectly. Last
criterion is the hierarchical data representation and here only
HDF can represent data in a hierarchical fashion.

Fig. 3. Modeling using Ruby Script [1, 10]

start_time = Time.new
Sketchup.active_model.start_operation("Dra
w a grid", true)
for x in 0..50
for y in 0..50
p1 = [x, y]
p2 = [x+1, y]
p3 = [x+1, y+1]
p4 = [x, y+1]
def draw_stairs

VI. SOLVING METHOD & IMPLEMENTATION
To integrate between the two systems HDF group provides
various codes which are written in MATLAB, C, FORTRAN
and JAVA (partially). But MATLAB provides some built-in
function like h5read, h5info, h5write, h5disp and so on. Due
to these extra facilities provided by MATLAB (file
extension .m) this system was chosen for the integration
purpose. Sample name of code is given in Fig: 5 (L).
According to the Fig 5 (R) given above, for
implementation, Ruby Script [13] of Google Sketch-up was
first analyzed and necessary information’s were extracted
from that. Information from Ruby Script was read by a HDF
generating code and then it was saved in the HDF file format,
with an extension of .h5.HDF information were arranged in
two different hierarchy, firstly non-dimensional information
( mesh data, line width, surface roughness etc.) and secondly,
dimensional information (length, diameter, curvature, fillet
etc.

# Create some variables.
stairs = 10
rise = 8 run
= 12 width
= 100
thickness = 3
Get handles to our model and the Entities
collection it contains.

Fig. 4. Part of Ruby Script for designing Stair (L) and Ground mesh (R) [1]
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TABLE I: COMPARISON BETWEEN SCIENTIFIC DATA FORMATS

CDF

Library
Function

Programmin Image
g Effort
Process
Ability

Data Intake
ability

Obsolete

High

Numeric and
String data

Hierarchal
Representation

>Not
available
>Ava
ilable

Net-CDF

Moderate

Low

Any types of
data

FITZ

Rich

Low

Only Image
data

HDF

Very Rich

Low

Any types of
data
28

Datasets:
Set Space Allocation Time for
Dataset: h5ex_d_alloc.m
[ Output ]

[ HDF5 File ]

Read / Write Dataset using
Fletcher32 Checksum Filter:
h5ex_d_checksum.m

Ruby
Script

Read Ruby
Script by
HDF
Generating
Code

Save and
Visualiz
e by
HDF
Viewer

[Output ] [ HDF5 File ]
Read / Write Chunked Dataset:
h5ex_d_chunk.m
[Output ] [ HDF5 File ]
Fig. 5. Part of MATLAB code from HDF group (L) & Implementation Pathway (R)[1]

VII. AJOR CONTRIBUTION AND ADVANTAGE OF THIS
RESEARCH
Major contribution of this research is in the arena of
interoperability. This work is just the initiator of a new
method of interoperability between two 3D modeling [3, 7]
systems using a well known scientific data format (HDF). In
future HDF will act as a neutral format between two 3D
modeling systems. In that system information from 3D
modeling system-one will be sent to HDF (already done) and
then it will be sent to the 3D modeling system-two.
Interoperation will be done by this way.
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